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NEW QUESTION: 1
You create an application for employees to submit timesheets.

Employees enter work, vacation, and sick time for a particular
week.
On the entry form, employees see a summary of the total hours
entered.
After the employee submits the timesheet, the application
displays remaining vacation and sick time for the employee.
To configure the form where users enter hours, select the best
configuration option to calculate the total hours for the week.
A. Use a data transform. When the user enters the form, the
data transform determines the sum of the work, vacation, and
sick tune properties.
B. Use a When rote. When the value of any work, vacation, or
sick time changes, the total hours change.
C. Use declarative processing. When the value of any work,
vacation, or sick time changes, the total hours change.
D. Use procedural processing. When the value of any work,
vacation, or sick time changes and the user submits the form,
the total hours change.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security team has established a security awareness program.
Which of the following would BEST prove the success of the
program?
A. Policies
B. Procedures
C. Metrics
D. Standards
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
All types of training should be followed up and tested to see
if it worked and how much was learned in the training process.
You must follow up and gather training metrics to validate
compliance and security posture. By training metrics, we mean
some quantifiable method for determining the efficacy of
training.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer is using the XenApp Services
Support URL to enable support for legacy clients. The services
URL is configured with explicit authentication. The engineer
needs to configure StoreFront to support pass-through for
a new group of legacy clients.
How could the engineer configure pass-through authentication
for the new group of legacy clients while maintaining
explicit authentication for existing legacy clients?
A. Add the pass-through authentication method in the site

configuration file.
B. Change the services support site authentication method to
pass-through.
C. Add the pass-through authentication method to the legacy
services URL using the StoreFront console.
D. Create a new store and set pass-through authentication as
the 'LogonMethod' on the services URL.
Answer: D
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